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Abstract
Text-to-speech synthesis can be carried out by concatena-

tion of acoustic units obtained from a continuous speech da-
tabase. This paper presents the optimization of such as data-
base according to phonetic criteria. A large corpus of texts is
assembled (311 572 sentences), phonetized automatically and
condensed (12 217 sentences) to retain only 10 tokens of the
most frequent triphonemes. This is a NP-hard problem of set
covering. It has been solved in an approximate way using a
greedy algorithm. The condensed database covers 25% of the
initial distinct triphonemes, each being represented by 10 to-
kens at least, which allows 95% of the triphoneme tokens of the
initial corpus to be covered. The distribution of the triphonemes
remains proportional to their initial statistical appearance.

1. Introduction
State-of-the-Art in text-to-speech synthesis consists in jux-

taposing pre-recorded acoustic units, typically phones, di-
phones or polyphones. The multiple representation of these
units at acoustic level and in a variety of syntaxico-prosodic
configurations enables voice quality to be improved signifi-
cantly [1] [2]. A more radical approach, proposed by R. E. Do-
novan [3], consists in drawing the sound matter from a conti-
nuous speech database. The concept of a unit is then called into
question in that the acoustic segments no longer have any pre-
defined linguistic limits.

The work we present fits into the general framework of text-
to-speech synthesis systems using a continuous speech data-
base. The linguistic units useful to the synthesis are defined a
posteriori, i.e. after knowledge of the phonetic string to be syn-
thesized. It is therefore essential that the database of continuous
speech should cover as well as possible most of the acoustic se-
quences used in a language. The aim is then to capture a maxi-
mum amount of coarticulation in units longer than conventional
diphones or triphones. It would indeed be detrimental for the
quality of the voice synthesis if a frequent unit was missing, for
example.

The speech database can be build at random [3] or optimi-
zed in itsacoustic [4] or textual state; we propose a solution
making it possible to automatically constitute a set of textual
sentences to be recorded which have acoustic unit covering pro-
perties which are satisfactory for new generation speech synthe-
sis systems. Such a work has been carried out in LIMSI [5] in
order to evaluate speech recognition systems. J. P. H. van San-
ten looked at different variants of an optimization method using
”greedy” algorithms with objectives similar to those pursued in
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our study [6] [7]. So did O. Bo¨effard and F. Emerard [8] but they
used genetic algorithms and their aim was to optimize the lear-
ning database of prosodic models. Their conclusions are clearly
in favour of an optimization of the speech corpus.

What is at stake in the work presented here is the design,
construction and characterization of a continuous speech data-
base optimized in terms of acoustic criteria. Three stages are
required: the creation of an optimal textual database, its recor-
ding and the annotation of the acoustic database thus obtained.
Only the first step is detailed here; it consists, to begin with, in
collecting a large quantity of targeted texts and formatting them
(in x2), secondly in phonetizing them and analysing them (in
x3) and finally in condensing them according to phonetic crite-
ria; the principle of condensation, which is similar to a set cove-
ring problem, and its solution, which uses ”greedy” algorithms,
are presented inx4 and the results set out inx5.

2. Constitution of a large textual corpus
This section presents the methodology we followed to

constitute a textual corpus phonetically representative of the
language. It is called the ”Irisa” corpus. The phonetic richness
of a textual body is here measured in the number of triphonemes
which are found in one of its most probable phonetic transcrip-
tions. Thetriphoneme is here defined as a sequence of three
phonemes and presented as the phonetic description of an al-
lophone. We distinguish betweendistinct triphonemes and tri-
phonemestokens; the latter are individual instanciations of the
former. In view of the future extension of this work at a syntactic
and prosodic level, our corpus must also contain varied proso-
dic configurations, which forced us to consider the sentence to
be a indivisible linguistic unit.

2.1. Texts selection

We make the assumption that the phonetic richness of a tex-
tual corpus depends on that of its lexicon, and that its prosodic
richness is in correlation with its syntactic variety, with its sty-
listic diversity and with its level of language.

Below are presented the 7 databases of the Irisa corpus cha-
racterized according to their lexicon (thematic, varied or rich in
greek and latin roots), to their syntax (restricted to the length of
sentences), to their style (narrative or speech) and to their level
of language (familiar, standard, elevated or conventional):

– 39 interviews of comic strip authors (thematic lexicon,
speech, familiar & standard languages)

– 50 scripts translated from the american television serial
“Friends” (thematic lexicon, short sentences, speech, fa-
miliar language)

– the whole book “Jacques le fataliste et son Maˆıtre” writ-
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ten by Denis Diderot (thematic lexicon, narrative &
speech, elevated language)

– 471 Medicine handouts of Claude Bernard Lyon 1 Uni-
versity (rich in roots lexicon, long sentences, narrative,
conventional language)

– 1671 articles of “Le Monde” newspaper (varied lexicon,
long sentences, narrative, elevated language)

– 3757 Multimania forums messages (varied lexicon and
syntax, narrative and speech, familiar and standard lan-
guage)

– 95 transcriptions of the French National Assembly ses-
sions (varied lexicon, long sentences, narrative & speech,
conventional language)

Irisa corpus contains therefore a varied lexicon; Medicine
brings many greek and latin roots. It includes more speech than
narrative; all the language levels are represented.

2.2. Texts cleaning and formatting

Texts source langage is source HTML which is richer than
standard textual formats; it allows for example automatic re-
moval of bold printed speaker names in some dialogues. Texts
are cleared of any malformed symbol and converted in a unique
paragraph-based textual format. Then they are ready to be pho-
netized. These preprocessings are quite similar to those applied
to BREF corpus [5].

3. Phonetization
The condensation of the Irisa corpus requires its phonetiza-

tion. The phoneme sequences are determined automatically by
a phonetizer from the text developed by France Telecom R&D
[9]. Each paragraph is divided into sentences, then into breath
groups according to major punctuation boundaries, and transla-
ted into a single phonetic string. Phonetization being automatic,
there will necessarily be differences between the phonetic string
delivered and the string produced by the speaker at the recording
of the optimal base. The recording of the whole corpus would
enable this to be avoided, as phonetization could be carried out
from acoustic production, but such a recording cannot be envi-
saged. We make the assumption that those variations will only
be allophonic.

In this section three corpora are compared: the Irisa corpus,
the BREF corpus described inx1 and the Tubach and Bo¨e cor-
pus [10]. The latter has got 304 752 phones which have been
transcribed manually.

3.1. Characterization of Irisa corpus

TAB. 1 –Characterization of corpora.

Number Irisa Bref Tubach
Sentences 311 572 167 359 �
Phones 22 960 649 16 416 738 304 752

Phones per Sentence 73,7 98.1 �
PhonemesNph 34+1 34+1 34

Triphonemes 27 489 25 999 12 019
%Nph3 64,1 60,6 30,6

Tubach & Boë corpus contains 33 or 34 distinct phonemes
depending on the schwa which hasn’t always been phonetized.
The 2 other corpora include these 34 phonemes and take as well
pause into account, which explains the “34+1” notation in table

1. The cubeN3
ph of the phonemes numberNph has no linguistic

meaning but gives an idea of triphonemes number bound.
The average of the number of phones per sentence is

greater in BREF corpus than in the Irisa one (98.1 vs 73.7
phones/sentence). This is due to the chosen texts; BREF corpus
contains the long sentences of “Le Monde” newspaper while
Irisa corpus includes many dialogue sentences which are shor-
ter.

The 40% increase (16 416 738 to 22 960 649 phones) bet-
ween BREF and Irisa corpora brings about a only 5% increase
of the triphonemes number. Thus we can be optimistic as for
the ability of these 2 corpora to phonetically represent French
language.

3.2. Phonemes and triphonemes distributions

Let f(:) be the appearance frequency of any phoneme.
It goes from 0.2 to 8% of the tokens in Irisa and Tubach &
Boë corpora. Let�(:) = f(:)Tubach � f(:)Irisa be the diffe-
rence of appearance of a phoneme between the 2 copora. Since
5 phonemes have not been phonetized in the same way in the
2 corpora ([e], [e], [�], [œ] and pause), following values were
calculated with the 30 remaining phonemes. So, the mean of
�(:) is 0.08 which is due to the difference of total distinct pho-
nemes number; its standard deviation is 0.35 then phonemes
distributions of the 2 corpora remain comparable despite their
different sizes (Irisa corpus is 75 times bigger than Tubach &
Boë corpus) and despite their different ways of phonetization
(automatic for Irisa and by hand for Tubach & Bo¨e).

Triphonemes distribution is shown on figure 1. It is of type
logarithmic; many triphonemes are few represented (2 378 have
got only 1 token) while many others have got many tokens (the
most frequent triphoneme has got 150 455 tokens). This distri-
bution allows the corpus condensation because of its logarith-
mic type; so the aim is to make it linear.
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FIG. 1 – Triphonemes distribution of Irisa databases. 10% of
the most frequent distinct triphonemes cover 80% of the tripho-
nemes tokens.

3.3. Database type influence

We noted that the ratio of the triphonemes common ton

databases decreases exponentially withn. Thus with the data-
bases defined inx2.1 this ratio goes from 60% with 2 databases
to 32% with the 7 databases. But these 32% allows the covering
of 95% of the triphonemes tokens of the whole Irisa corpus.
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4. Textual corpus condensation
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 show that corpus can be condensed by

minimizing the tokens number of frequent units and by remo-
ving units which are rare, i.e. few representative. That can be
considered as a Set Covering Problem (SCP).

4.1. Minimal Set Covering Problem

4.1.1. Problem formalization

We adopt the following notations :
– LetA be a finite set.
– LetF be a collection of subsetsS ofA.
– A coverC ofA is a subset ofF in conformity with equa-

tion 1.
– Letw be a function linking a cost with a given cover of
A. The cover of minimum cost associated with function
w is defined according to equation 2.

[

S2C

S = A; C � F (1)

C� = argmin
C�F

w(C) (2)

4.1.2. Representation format

We adopt the following representation format :
– A is represented by a row vector;A = fajg, j 2 N ,
N = f1; :::; Ng.

– F is represented by a column vector;S = fSig, i 2 P ,
P = f1; :::; Pg.

– LetM = fmijg, i 2 P , j 2 N be the matrix represen-
ting F � A; a rowSi 2 F covers a columnaj 2 A, or
a columnaj belongs to Si if mij > 0.

– Let W be the column vector representing the cost of
lines;W = fwig, wi > 0 wherewi is the cost of line
Si, i 2 P .

A cover ofA is a subsetC of lines so that each columnaj
of A is covered by at least one line ofC as shown in equation
3, wherexi 2 f0; 1g 8i 2 P , andxi = 1 if Si 2 C, 0
otherwise.

A cover C� is minimal if its costw(C�) is a minimum of
the cost function defined by equation 4.

C � F () 8j 2 P;
X

i2N

mijxi � 1 (3)

w(C�) =
X

i2P

wixi (4)

4.1.3. Exact and approximative solutions

This problem has an exact solution. In theory one just have
to take into account the set of all possible subsets ofF , to res-
trict it to the subsets which are covers ofA, to calculate the cor-
responding costs and to extract the cover(s) of minimum cost.
This solution is redoubtable as regards combinatory considera-
tions. Reseach has been carried out to achieve this exact solution
with a lower calculation cost, notably by Beasley & J¨ornsten
[11]. Nevertheless resulting algorithms can only be used with
about few thousands of rows and few hundreds of columns.

Approximative solutions are thus inescapable; they resort
to genetic algorithms [8] or to Lagrangian relaxation [12]. We
present in this work a solution using a greedy algorithm [13].

4.1.4. Basic greedy algorithm

In the following greedy algorithm, operator “+” corres-
ponds to the addition of an element in a set, andSinSj means
Si deprived of its intersection withSj .

� C = ;
� while (

S
Si2C

fSig 6= A) do
� Choice of an optimalSj 2 F
� C = C + Sj
� 8Si 2 F ; Si = SinSj
� A = AnSj

� end
The major difficulty is the choice ofSj ; indeed optimum

can be calculated acccording varied criteria.

4.2. Application to linguistic units

4.2.1. Covering triphonemes with a minimum set of sentences

In this work,F is the set of Irisa corpus sentences (compo-
sed of triphonemes) andA =

S
Si2F

fSig is the set of corres-
ponding distinct triphonemes. The aim is to extract a setC � F
of sentences enabling the cover of all the units ofA, this set
having a minimum number of units. The way of buildingA en-
sured its ability of being totally covered, for example byF .

4.2.2. Additional constraint Rmin

The aim is not only to cover the triphonemes. We need to
have at leastRmin ' 10 tokens of each too. This is required
for postprocessings consisting in learning acoustic models. This
constraint means that total cover is then impossible because se-
veral units have less thanRmin tokens in the whole corpus. Two
solutions are conceivable; the first one is to proceed to a partial
covering, and the second one is to lead the problem back to a
total set covering problem. We chose the second solution, the
first one forbidding the use of some specific methods (focusing
on rare units for example).

A preprocessing has thus been carried out consisting in res-
tricting setA to units having at leastImin tokens in the corpus.
One must haveImin � Rmin for the total covering to be pos-
sible.Rmin andImin values are debatted inx5.1.

4.2.3. Greedy algorithm criteria

Each iteration of the greedy algorithm requires the choice
of a sentence which can be considered optimal if it possesses
for example:

- a maximum of distinct units,
- a maximum of units tokens,
- the rarest unit,
- a combination of the above criteria possibly weigthed by

the sentence length.
The choice of a criterion depends on the covering type. In-

deed the first two criteria have very different results with pho-
nemes while they are almost equivalent with triphonemes.

5. Results
5.1. Preprocessing

The consequences ofImin choice (seex4.2.2) are shown
in figure 2 which is limited to the units having less than 2000
tokens (the whole curve goes up to 150 455 tokens). If tripho-
nemes with less than 10 tokens are removed fromA, only 70%
of the distinct triphonemes are kept; but they make it possible
to cover 99.9% of the corpus tokens. 70% corresponds 19 508
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distinct triphonemes. If we consider 10 tokens for each, an ideal
covering, and an average duration of80ms per associated allo-
phone, it represents19508�10�80ms = 4; 3 hours of speech.
That’s why preprocessing is done withImin > Rmin in fact.
A compromise between the number of well-represented units
and recording duration must be achieved. Besides, the greater is
Imin, the better is the covering because the greater is the choice
of Rmin units between at leastImin tokens.
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FIG. 2 – Losses caused by preprocessing. After removal of dis-
tinct triphonemes having less than 1000 tokens, 14% live on
which can cover 87% of corpus tokens.

5.2. Set covering with greedy algorithm

TAB. 2 –Characterization of initial and condensed databases.

Number initial condensed
Sentences 311 572 12 217

Distinct triphonemes 27 489 13 102
with 10+ tokens 19508 6 982

% of 27489 71% 25%
Triphonemes tokens 22 337 505 217 593
Phonemes/Sentence 73,7 19,8

Table 2 shows the differences between initial corpus and
condensed database. Condensation is intense; only 0.97% of the
corpus tokens have been kept. 25% of the distinct triphonemes
live on; they allow the covering of 95% of the tokens. There-
fore 1 token every 20 will be missing. The average number of
phones per sentence fell down which means that short sentences
have been priviledged; indeed dialogue sentences have essen-
tially been retained. Figure 1 shows triphonemes distributions
before and after condensation; it is more linear than before i.e.
the number of tokens per unit is more balanced.

6. Conclusions
This paper presents the optimisation, according to phonetic

criteria, of a textual database of continuous speech, by conden-
sation of a broad textual corpus. This Set Covering Problem has
been solved using greedy algorithms.

The objective was to attain a uniform distribution of the
most frequent triphonemes. It is indeed more balanced than in
the initial corpus, but remains proportional to the initial statis-

tical appearance of the triphonemes. This is due to the non-
optimality of the algorithms used. The most frequent tripho-
nemes are therefore over-represented in the condensed data-
base; this can prove to be very useful for the future units se-
lection, but can only be evaluated at that moment. The optimal
database represents 1% of the Irisa corpus; with 25% of the ini-
tial distintct triphonemes, it can cover 95% of the initial tokens.

This work can be extended by optimising the tokens of a
triphoneme, so that they have left and right contexts which are
both diversified and common. At the moment we study such an
approach [14].
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